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Introduction
“It is time now
that you let the
old beliefs in
fear and struggle
& unworthiness
be complete and
that you allow
yourself to feel
so loved that
truly nothing
else matters.
Feel your heart
opening and
know that truly
you are the
Beloved.” Jeshua

Jeshua continues on the theme of a hologram, telling us that we are both
creating the hologram or reality of our lives and living inside of it, without the
awareness that we are so doing or have a choice in changing it. This does not
mean that it doesn’t have vibrational substance, but that it is a lowercase “r”
reality. “That Reality – with a capital “R” – is what allows you to make the
holograms of the realities – lower case “r” – and to live in what seems to be
quite real and yet is a hologram. Truth does not change, but realities can and
do change.”
An analogy might be that the realities that we create are like the movies that
we both act in and watch on a three dimensional screen. We really can get
involved in that movie and feel the emotions and dramas of the characters.
But it is still an illusion, a small “r”. What makes this reality possible is the
Source or the movie projector, which shines the light onto the screen. This is
the God Source, the one who gives us the light energy to shape into whatever
realities we want to manufacture.
And when our world views and projections match up with others, than we are
creating a blended hologram and those grow in power. We can continue
adding energy to the old hologram of struggle, separation and fear, or we can
create and blend a New Age hologram “as divine extensions of the One
Creator”. And the reason to do this is “when you get all of the holograms
lined up and agreeing with each other, there is an acknowledgement of
Oneness.” The One expressing as the many.
The power principles of “The Power of Blended Holograms”:
 Belief systems create shared cultural realities, such as the need for
struggle, defensiveness and belief in separation.
 Become aware of the hologram/illusion in which you are living and
that you have a CHOICE to keep creating it in the old paradigm or
create in the one in alignment with Oneness.
 “You not only have power, you are power, you are the power of
choice and you are going to be exercising that power more.”
 Whoever is in your hologram is there to be loved.
 The New Age hologram is already here. “Bring more light into it.”
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Discussion Questions
 What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your mind? Your
imagination?

 Jeshua gives us words for our times “It feels like –‘the best of times
and the worst of times’ and it is. It is the best of times because you
are going through the worst of times to make yourself acknowledge
the best that is in it. It is the best of times, and it can feel like the
worst of times, but know that you are birthing a New Age.” How do
you relate to this these seemingly opposite possibilities? Look closely
at what you label as the worst in your life or in the world during these
past few months. Can you find the “best” inside what looks like the
worst? Do you see how it shifts your projection of reality or how
these times are birthing a New Age? How does it bring you to the
unchanging Truth?

 “You are going to see more and more ones coming together with the
same shared hologram of wanting to be recognized as equals, as
divine extensions of the one Creator.” This prediction is now at the
forefront of our society where everyone is being challenged to accept
and love our brothers and sisters of every race, creed and sexual
orientation. Holograms are shifting and we must examine where we
might have undiscovered “blind spots” that we have inherited from
the dominant hologram. What assumptions do you have about others
that might keep you from embracing them as your brothers and
sisters in full equality? This is a lifetime journey – seek to become
more understanding and conscious in your thoughts, words and
actions. Treat each person with love.

Affirmation for
the Week:

Assignments


Jeshua gives us a fine assignment: “Every day find for yourself something
to celebrate. You have an opportunity to change the way you look at the
world and to change the way the brothers and sisters look at the world.”
This suggestion is beyond being grateful. He tells us to CELEBRATE! That
is taking our gratitude to a higher level. Can you celebrate something
every day? Try it. Write about your experience in your gratitude journal
and share with your partner.



Jeshua has often told us to SMILE. Here he gives us another challenge to
smile not just at those we know, but to “Smile at them as if you know

“I open my heart
and know that
truly I Am the
Beloved.”
Jeshua
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them. It will change their day. It changes your hologram and it changes
theirs as well, because you have overlapped for a moment in the smile, in
the Light.” This is especially interesting to do if you are wearing a mask
and “social distancing” in the COVID time frame. Challenge yourself to
smile with just your eyes and your kind words. See how many holograms
you can impact with your full energy smile. Debrief with your partner.


Affirmation: “I open my heart and know that truly I am the Beloved.”

NOTES:
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